
Specification: CX330 
    

 

IR BULLET SPECIFICATION & INSTALLATION MANUAL Troubleshooting: 
 
 Nothing appears on the screen. 
 Check the power connection.  
 Check the video signal line connection.  

 
 The image on the screen is blur. 
 Check if the lens or dome cover is stained (dirt or fingerprints on 

the lens can affect the image blooming or reflection.) If it is 
stained, clean the lens or dome cover with a dry soft cloth.  

 Adjust the lens BACK FOCUS.  
 
 The contrast on the screen is too weak. 
 Adjust the contrast feature of the monitor.  
 If the camera is exposed under extreme strong light condition, 

change the camera position.  
 Adjust the lens BACK FOCUS.  

 
 The camera doesn’t work properly and the surface of the camera 

case is hot. 
 Check whether that you have connected the camera to a proper 

input source (DC 12V) 
 

 The background of the picture is too bright. 
 Avoid facing the camera directly to a strong lighting condition. 
 Change the camera installation position. 

 
 Image over exposure during night view (blur). 
 Avoid putting camera near to the object (minimum distance 2 

meter) 
 Change the camera installation position. 

 
 Video not bright enough during night view (blur) 
 Make sure that you use sufficient power supply (min 600mA) 
 Check if DC power wiring is too long (recommended 10meter) 
 
 

Wiring connection:  

 

 

 
 

 
 

Semi HD CCTV CAMERA 
Model: CX330 

 
Thank you for choosing MAGTEC CCTV camera, before operating 
the camera, please confirms the camera model and the specified 
power input to the camera. This installation should be made by a 
qualified service person and should confirm to all local codes. 
 
Introduction:   
Magtec Infrared CMOS bullet camera with rust proof aluminum 
housing and concealed bracket for outdoor usage.  
 
 High performance 36 units IR LEDs (IR distance 15 ~ 30 meters 

when IR on) 
 Built in ICR for best day time color and best night time tonality 
 IR reflection free with special front dual glass technology 
 IR auto-open by CDS control in low Lux 
 Suitable for indoor / outdoor 
 Water resistance IP66 case 
 Long life heavy duty infrared LED 

 
Caution: 
1. Do not use other than specified power source. Warranty 

will be void if the power source to the camera exceeds the 
specified camera specification.  

2. Do not install the camera in extreme high temperature 
places. Only install the camera under conditions where 
temperatures are between -10˚C and + 50˚C 

3. Do not install the camera under unstable lighting 
conditions. Frequent lighting change or flicker could cause 
the camera to work improperly.  

4. Do not try disassembling the camera. NO SERVICEABLE 
PARTS INSIDE.  

5. Do not use or install the camera in an environment where 
the humidity is high. It could cause the image quality to be 
poor.  

6. Never use to install the camera close to a gas or an oil 
leak place.  

7. Do not touch the front transparent cover of the camera 
where the lens is pointing. It is one of the most important 
parts of the camera. Stained fingerprints on the front 
transparent cover will cause the picture quality to be blur. 
Clean front transparent cover with a dry soft cloth if it is 
stained with fingerprints. 

8. Do not drop the camera.  
9. Do not install the camera facing to a strong light or sun. It 

could damage the CMOS inside.  
10. When IR turns on, recommended to keep viewable object 

2 meter from camera to avoid IR light over exposure in 
video. 

Warning: 
TO REDUCE THE RISK OF FIRE OR ELECTRIC SHOCK, DO NOT EXPOSE 
THIS PRODUCT TO RAIN OR MOISTURE. DO NOT INSERT ANY METALLIC 
OBJECT THROUGH THE VERTILATION GRILLS OR OTHER OPENINGS ON 
THE EQUIPMENT. 
 

 
 

 

The lighting flash with arrowhead symbol, with an 
equilateral traingle is intended to alert the user to the 
presence of uninsulated “dangerous voltage” within 
theproduct’s enclosure that may be of sufficient 
magnitude to constide a risk of electric shock to 
persons.  

 

 

The exclamation point within an equilateral triangle 
isi ntended to alert the user to the presence of 
important operating and maintenance (servicing) 
instruction in the literature accompanying the 
appliance. 

 
Change or modification of this camera not expressly approved by the 
manufacturer could void the user’s authority to operate the equipment 
and also the warranty program.  
 
NOTES : Installation of the camera facing an exposed sport light or 
an object reflecting the strong light, smear or blooming may occur in 
the picture quality.  

Authorized Dealer  


